Where rights are violated, players must be able to access an effective remedy in a timely and affordable manner. Sport's dispute resolution systems must be human rights compliant and have the involvement, trust and confidence of the players.

A binding and enforceable player rights policy ensures respect for the fundamental human rights of players. It is an essential part of the good governance of sport.

Sport must work proactively to identify risks to player rights. Where it finds them, it has a duty to act. Risks include discrimination, violation of labour and economic rights, unjust and unpaid wages, lack of access to education, threats to freedom of speech, invasion of privacy, and harm to physical and mental health. Child athletes are especially vulnerable.

Access to effective remedy

Where rights are violated, players must be able to access an effective remedy in a timely and affordable manner. Sport’s dispute resolution systems must be human rights compliant and have the involvement, trust and confidence of the players.

Player engagement & communication

Sport must proactively engage with players and their legitimate representatives, including player associations, in relation to player rights. Communication must be open, transparent and researched.

Accountability

The World Player Rights Benchmark is being implemented by the World Players Association and affiliated player unions to monitor and report on compliance by international sporting organisations with the World Player Rights Policy.